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An extension of the Grinberg condition for the existence of Hamiltonian 
circuits in a planar graph is discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As in [6], we define a planar map as a dissection of a sphere into a finite 
number of simply connected regions, called faces, by means of a connected 
graph drawn on the surface. It is assumed that this graph has no loop or 
isthmus, but has at least one 2-factor consisting of m > 1 disjoint circuits 
such that every vertex of the graph is in one of the circuits. 
If a 2-factor of the graph consists’ of a single circuit, then the 2-factor is 
called a Hamiltonian circuit and the map is said to be Hamiltonian. A map 
whose graph has no Hamiltonian circuit is said to be non-Hamiltonian. 
A necessary condition for a map to be Hamiltonian has been obtained by 
Grinberg [I, 4, 6l.l In this paper we obtain a result analogous to the Grinberg 
condition for 2-factors with m 3 2 circuits and then apply the result to deduce 
some additional properties related to 2-factors of certain cubic maps. 
2. m-DIssEcTIoNs OF A SPHERE 
We mean by an m-dissection of a sphere a dissection of the sphere into 
m + 1 domains with ~71 closed Jordan curves J1, J, ,..., J, drawn on the 
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surface such that no section of any closed Jordan curve is the transversal 
of any other closed Jordan curve [3]. Suppose a 2-factor of the graph of a 
map consists of m 3 1 disjoint circuits. Then on removing every element in 
the complement of the 2-factor from the map, we obtain a dissection of the 
sphere into m + 1 domains with m circuits. Since every circuit is a homeo- 
morph of a closed Jordan curve, we say that the 2-factor corresponds to 
an m-dissection of the sphere. In the following, we use the term circle as 
an abbreviation for a closed Jordan curve. 
In an m-dissection of a sphere, every circle is a common boundary of 
two domains. If m = 1, the two domains divided by the circle are simply 
connected. On the other hand, when m > 2, at least one of the two domains 
which shares any circle as a common boundary is necessarily multiply con- 
nected. We say that a circle in an m-discussection of a sphere is a a-circle, 
and the corresponding circuit in the 2-factor is a a-circuit, if one of the two 
domains which has the circle as a common boundary is simply connected; 
otherwise, a circle is a p-circle, and the corresponding circuit in the 2-factor 
is a p-circuit. 
Associated with every m-dissection is a dual, which can be constructed 
by first inserting a vertex in every domain, and then connecting with edges 
the vertices of adjacent domains, i.e., domains which share a common 
boundary. The dual is necessarily connected and has m edges and m t 1 
vertices. Thus it is a tree. We can thus say that an m-dissection is a vertex- 
free dual of a tree with m edges. 
Two graphs are isomorphic if there exists a l-l correspondence between 
their vertices which preserves adjacency. If the duals of two m-dissections 
of a sphere are isomorphic, we say that the two m-dissections are equivalent 
(or homotopic) or, alternatively, that they belong to the same equivalence 
class. Thus if two m-dissections of a sphere are equivalent, there is a l-l 
correspondence between the circles and a l-l correspondence between the 
domains such that corresponding domains are bounded by corresponding 
circles, and a o-circle in one is also a o-circle in the other. From the properties 
of planar graphs, it is evident that if Ml and M, are two maps whose graphs 
G, and G, are isomorphic, then to every 2-factor Tl in G, , there is a corre- 
sponding 2-factor T2 in G, , an d T, and T2 correspond to m-dissections of 
a sphere that are equivalent. 
As will be seen below, it is convenient for our purpose to classify an m-dis- 
section of a sphere by type, and we say that it is of type [m, n] if n of the m 
circles are a-circles. Since every univalent vertex of the dual of an m-dissection 
of a sphere corresponds to a simply connected domain, and a tree with 31 
edges has at least two univalent vertices, we have for a non-Hamiltonian 
2-factor 2 < n < m. From the tree diagrams of Harary [2], we observe that 
for 2 < m < 4, the type uniquely defines the m-dissection of a sphere, while 
for m > 5, two m-dissections of a sphere of the same type, as for example 
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[5, 31 or [5,4], need not be equivalent. On the other hand, every m-dissection 
of type [m, m] belongs to the same equivalence class. 
3. CONDITIONS ON Z-FACTORS OF A PLANAR MAP 
If it is assumed that a map has a 2-factor, as we do in this paper, then it 
is convenient to regard a planar map as a dissection of a sphere into two 
or more connected domains as defined by the 2-factor, and a dissection of 
each domain into simply connected faces, if a domain is not a face of the map. 
We say that a 2-factor of the map is of type [m, n] if the corresponding 
m-dissection is of type [m, n]. 
Suppose the graph of a map has a 2-factor of type [m, n]. Then the 2-factor 
has n a-circuits and m-12 p-circuits. Each g-circuit is the boundary of a simply 
connected domain in the m-dissection, and we call the simply connected 
domains the inside of the u-circuits. Let ri be a o-circuit with ci edges. If 
the inside of ri is not a face of a map, then it is dissected intoJri faces of the 
map, which we call o-faces, and there are di 3 1 edges whose terminal 
vertices are in ri such that fi = di + 1. If fia is the number of faces with 01 
sides inside ri in the map, then we have, as in [l], 
or 
If we denote the total number of a-faces with a-sides in the map by Eb, then 
we have F, = Cy=, fia and 
j2 (a - 2) FE = f cc - 2n. 
i=l 
A face that is not a o-face in the map is a p-face. We can obtain the sum 
of edges in the p-faces as follows. We observe first that if the graph of the 
map has v vertices and e edges, then there are e’ = e - v edges in the com- 
plement of the 2-factor. We write e’ = S + D, where D = CL, di . From 
Euler’s polyhedron formula, the map has e - v + 2 faces, of which ‘&J;, = 
Cy=, (di + 1) = D + y1 are a-faces. Thus, if we denote the total number of 
p-faces in the map by G, we have G = e - v + 2 - (D + n) = S + 2 - n. 
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Now if we let G, be the number of p-faces with cl-sides (G = C,“=, G,), and 
Cj denote the number of edges in the jth p-circuit, 1 < j < m - n, we have 
or 
z2 (a - 2) G, = 2 ci + 2 y Cj - 
i=l i=l 
II 
2(n 
4 
2). (3) 
Subtracting (2) from (3) we have: 
THEOREM 1. Let H be the graph of a map with H, faces with 01 sides. 
H can have a 2-factor of type [m, n] with Cj edges in the jth p-circuit and 
F = C,“=, F, a-faces only if each H, can be partitioned into two nonnegative 
integers G, and F, such that H, = G, f F& and the folIowing is satisjied: 
z2 cE - 2)(G, - FJ = 4(n - 1) + 2 ‘y cj . 
j=l 
(4) 
COROLLARY 1.1. Theorem 1 contains the Grinberg condition, i.e., (4) 
is valid for m = n = 1. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose the graph H of a map has the property that 
the number of sides of every face is congruent to 2 module 3. Then H can have 
a %-factor of type [m, m] only ifm is congruent to 1 module 3. 
Proof. For graph H, the left side of (4) is always congruent to 0 modulo 3. 
For a 2-factor of type [m, m], the right side of (4) is equal to 4(m - l), 
which is congruent to 0 modulo 3 if and only if 112 is congruent to 1 modulo 3. 
Thus, e.g., a map whose graph is isomorphic to a regular dodecahedron 
cannot have 2-factors corresponding to a 2-dissection, nor to 3-dissection 
of type [3, 31. 
4. AN APPLICATION OF THEOREM 1 
We assume now that the graph of a planar map is cubic (or, equivalently, 
trivalent). It is well known that every cubic graph with no isthmus has 
2-factors. It is also well known that certain cubic graphs with isthmuses can 
have 2-factors, but as mentioned in the Introduction, these graphs are not 
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considered as graphs of maps. If the number of sides of a face in a cubic 
map is congruent to 01 (mod 3), a = 0, 1, or 2, we call the face an w-face. 
If every face of a planar cubic map is an a-face, we call the cubic map an 
u-map and its graph an u-graph. 
We observe first that for a 2-graph, Corollary 1.2 above is not a surprising 
result since: 
(a) if f and v denote, respectively, the number of faces and vertices 
in a 2-graph, one hasf = 0 (mod 3), and v = 2 (mod 3) from v = 2(f - 2); 
(b) if one removes the common edge of a pair of adjacent 2-faces, 
one has again a 2-face; hence, the number of vertices in every o-circuit is 
congruent to 2 (mod 3); 
(4 every vertex in a 2-factor of type [m, m] is in a u-circuit; hence, we 
conclude from (a) and (b) that we must have 2m = v = 2 (mod 3), or 
m = 1 (mod 3). 
Now let x be a vertex of a planar cubic graph, and denote by G’ = G - x 
a graph obtained by deleting x from G. The vertices of G’ are trivalent, 
except for three, which are bivalent. The three bivalent vertices are in a 
circuit K, which bounds a face of a map of which G’ is the graph, and we 
denote them by a, b, and c. We denote by d(a, b) the number of vertices, 
including the terminal vertices, between a and b in the path in .K which does 
not include c, and similarly for d(b, c) and d(c, a). 
If F is another planar cubic graph and y is one of its vertices, we can obtain 
a planar graph H from F’ = F - y and G’ by connecting with an edge one 
of the bivalent vertices of F’ which we denote a’ to a of G’, a second bivalent 
vertex b’ of P’ to b of G’ and the third bivalent vertex c’ of F’ to c of G’. We 
say that H was obtained by making a vertex insertion at y of F with a block G', 
or conversely at x of G with a block F’. We define a vertex part as the sub- 
graph of H consisting of the block G’ (or alternatively F’) and the edges 
(a, a’), (b, b’), and (c, c’). A block is an a-block if every face ‘of the block, 
except that which has the three bivalent vertices on the bounding circuit, 
is an a-face. 
Let Bl and Bz be 2-blocks. Denote the bivalent vertices of B, by a, b, c, 
and those of B, by a’, b’, c’. If d(a, b) = d(a’, b’) = CY (mod 3), d(b, c) s 
d(b’, c’) = /3 (mod 3), and d(c, a) = d(c’, a’) = y (mod 3), we say that 
Bl and Bz are equivalent and belong to class (01, /3, y>. If 01’, ,@, y’ in (01’ , p’, r’> 
is a permutation of 01, ,B, y in (ac, /3, r}, then class (LX’, p’, y’} is the same as 
class {CL, p, y}. Thus every 2-block belongs to one of 10 classes of 2-blocks. 
We denote an element of class {CL, ,& y> by B(cx, p, y; a, b, c). If z, 
is the number of vertices in B(cL, p, y; a, b, c), then it can be verified 
that v = ~(LX + ,8 + r) + 1 (mod 3). If B, is an element of class (CL, fi, y) 
and B, is an element of class (01’~ p’, y’] such that N + 01’ = ,8 + /3’ z 
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y + y’ E 2 (mod 3) we say that class {LX’, ,f3’, y} is conjugate to class (01, /3, r}, 
and conversely, and that Bl and B, belong to conjugate classes. 
LEMMA 1. There is at least one element in every class (01, /3, y> of 2-blocks. 
Proof. Figures 1 and 2 show the vertex parts of 2-blocks, each belonging 
to one of nine classes {a, p, y>. The vertex part of a 2-block belonging to 
FIGURE 1 
j(Y!+ $s(. /$A. 
1,1,2 (LZ2) {w} 
FIGURE 2 
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class (1, I, l> which can be obtained, e.g., by removing any vertex of a graph 
isomorphic to a regular dodecahedron is not shown. In Fig. 1, 2-blocks 
beloning to classes (0, 0, I), (0, 0,2}, and (0, 1, l> are shown explicitly. The 
remaining %-blocks can be obtained from these blocks as indicated in Fig. 2. 
THEOREM 2. A 2-graph can be obtained from any graph H of a planar 
cubic map by making suitable vertex insertions with 2-blocks. 
PYOOJY Let x be a vertex of H and denote the three faces which share x 
by A, B, C. Suppose A is an a-face, B is a P-face, and C is a y-face. Then 
from Lemma 1, there is a 2-block B = B(a’, /3’, y’; a, b, c) such that 
a + 01’ -lsfl+p’-l=r+ y’ - 1 = 2 (mod 3). Thus by making a 
vertex insertion at x of H with B, we obtain a graph N’ in which faces corre- 
sponding to A, B, and C are 2-faces. Clearly, other vertex insertions as 
above can be made, and we can obtain a 2-graph from H. 
We remark that one can similarly obtain a l-graph from any planar 
cubic graph by making suitable vertex insertions with l-blocks. On the other 
hand, as shown elsewhere [5], a O-graph can be obtained from a planar graph 
of a cubic map if and only if the map is 4-colorable. This follows from the 
fact that the number of vertices d(x, y) between successive bivalent vertices 
x and y in a O-block must all be congruent to either I (mod 3) or 2 (mod 3). 
It is evident from the proof of Theorem 2 that given any planar cubic 
graph H that is not a %-graph, there is always a minimum number of vertex 
insertions required to obtain a 2-graph from H. On the other hand, there is 
no unique vertex insertion and many 2-graphs can be obtained from H. 
Suppose H* is a 2-graph obtained from H by vertex insertions. Then on 
removing any vertex parts from H*, we obtain a %-block. According to 
Corollary 1.2 there are special restrictions on the types of 2-factors a 2-graph 
can have, and this in turn suggests that there could well be some additional 
restrictions on the 2-factors not only of H, but also of H”, from which 
2-blocks can be obtained. We now discuss the nature of some of these 
restrictions on the 2-blocks. 
Let I;* = F*(ol, /3, y; a, b, c, t) be a cubic graph such that I;* - t = 
B(ol, p, y; a, b, c). Thus in P”, vertex t is incident with a, b, and c, and we call 
the face with (a, t) and (b, t) face A, the face with (b, t) and (c, t) face B, 
and the face with (c, t) and (a, t) face C. Every face in F* with t not in the 
bounding circuit is a 2-face, while face A is an (01 + I)-face, face B is a 
(/3 + I)-face, and face C is a (y + I)-face. If (a, t) and (b, t), say, are in a 
circuit K of a 2-factor of F*, we call the domain containing fa.ce A the inner 
domain of circuit K, and the domain containing faces B and C the outer 
domain of circuit K. If Fl*(ol, p, y; a, b, c, t) and F2*(d, f?, y’; a’, b’, c’, t’) 
are graphs as defined with blocks Bl(q ,8, y; a, b, c) and BZ(d, /I’, y’; a’, b’, c’) 
belonging to either equivalent or conjugate classes, we say that (a, t) corre- 
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sponds to (a’, t’), etc. The two graphs F,* and Fz* as defined are equivalent 
if their 2-blocks are equivalent. 
We define an F-graph as a 2-graph consisting of two 2-blocks B,(ol, p, y; 
a, b, c) and Bz(a’, /3’, y’; a’, b’, c’) belonging to conjugate classes and edges 
(a, a’), (b, b’), and (c, c’). It is to be observed that every a-graph obtained 
according to Theorem 2 is an F-graph. We say that two F-graphs, Fl with 
2-blocks Bl and B, , and F, with 2-blocks B3 and B, are equivalent if Bl 
is equivalent to either B, or B4. Clearly, if Bl is equivalent to B, , then, 
by definition, B, is equivalent to B, . If edges (a, a’) and (6, b’) are on a 
circuit K of a 2-factor of an F-graph, then as in the case above, we may speak 
of the inner domain of K and the outer domain of K. 
THEOREM 3. Let F,* = Fl*(~, p, y; a, b, c, t) and FzF,* = Fz*(a’, /3’, y’; 
a’, b’, c’, t’) be planar cubic graphs as defined with 2-blocks belonging to con- 
jugate classes. Let Fl* have a 2-factor of type [m, , m,] with (a, t) and (b, t) 
on a circuit Kl with the remaining (m, - 1) o-circuits in the inner (outer) 
domain of I& . Then F,* can have a 2-factor of type [mz , m,] with edges 
(a’, t’) and (b’, t) on a circuit K,’ with the remaining (mz - 1) o-circuits in 
the inner (outer) domain of K,’ only ifml + m2 - 1 is congruent to 1 module 3. 
Proof. There is an F-graph H consisting of 2-blocks Bl(ol, /3, y; a, b, c), 
Bz(a’, p’, y’; a’, b’, c’) and edges (a, a’), (b, b’), and (c, c’). Now suppose 
Flil* and F,” have 2-factors as described. Then H has a 2-factor with (a, a’) 
and (b, b’) on a circuit K with m, + m, - 2 u-circuits in the same domain 
of K. Thus K is also a a-circuit and the 2-factor is of type [mm, + m2 - 1, 
m, + m, - 11. On the other hand, a 2-graph can have a 2-factor of type 
[m, m] only if m is congruent to I (mod 3). 
Suppose now that 01 = p in B(ol, ,8, y; a, b, c). Then it is evident that if 
F*(ol, p, y; a, b, c, t) with block B(ol, /3, y; a, b, c) can have a 2-factor of 
a given type with (a, t) and (b, t) on a circuit of a Zfactor, then F* also can 
have a 2-factor of the same type with (b, t) and (c, t) on a circuit of a a-factor. 
This remark can be similarly extended to blocks with a: = /3 = y. It can be 
verified for the cubic graphs obtained by identifying the univalent vertices 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 that if Fl* and Fz* have blocks belonging to conjugate 
classes, then: 
(a) if F,* has a Hamiltonian circuit with edges (a, t) and (b, t) as its 
elements, then there is a Wamiltonian circuit in 10,” with edges corresponding 
to these edges as its elements; 
(b) if F,* has a 2-factor of thpe [2,2] with (a, t) and (b, t) in one of the 
two circuits, then F,* has a 2-factor of type [2, 21 with edges corresponding 
to these edges in one of the two circuits. 
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Making use of (a) and (b) above, we have: 
THEOREM 4. Let F” G F*(ol, ,f3, y; a, b, c, t) be a planar cubic graph as 
defined. Then : 
(1) If F* has a Hamiltonian circuit with (a, t) and (b, t) as its elements, 
no graph equivalent to F* can have a Z-factor of type [2, 21 with edges corre- 
sponding to these edges as elements of the same circuit. 
(2) If F* has a a-factor of type [2,2] such that (a, t) and (b, t) are 
elements of the same circuit, no graph equivalent to F* can have ~1 Hamiltonian 
circuit with edges corresponding to (a, t) and (b, t) as its elements. 
(3) If F* has a 2-factor of type [2,2], let (a, t) and (b, t) be elements 
of one of the two disjoint circuits Kl . Suppose the other circuit K, of the 
2-factor lies in the inner domain of Kl . Then no graph equivalent to F” can 
have a 2-factor of type [2, 21 with edges corresponding to (a, t) and (b, t) in 
one of the circuits K,’ and the other circuit K,’ in the outer domain of K,‘. 
Proof. Let Fl* and F,* be as defined in Theorem 3, but derived from the 
graphs shown in Figs. 1 and 2. (For a! = p = y, we take Fl* or Fz* to be 
isomorphic to a regular dodecahedron.) We may, without loss of generality, 
let F” = Fl*. Suppose now that there is a graph G* equivalent to Fl* which 
violates (1) or (2). Then there is an F-graph G consisting of the 2-blocks of 
G* and F,* with a 2-factor of type [2,2] from (a) and (b) above. This, 
however, is contrary to Corollary 1.2. To prove (3), we observe first that if 
F1* has a 2-factor of type [2,2] with edges (a, t) and (b, t) on a circuit of the 
2-factor, then there is in Fz* a %-factor of type [2,2] with edges (a’, t’) and 
(b’, t’) on a circuit of the 2-factor. Thus there is an F-graph G consisting 
of the %-block B, of Fl*, the 2-block Bz of Fz*, and edges (a, a’), (b, b’) 
and (c, c’). There is a 2-factor of type [3,2] in G with edges (a, a’) and (b, b’) 
on one of the three circuits K. From Theorem 3, K is necessarily a p-circuit. 
One of the a-circuits is in B, , and the other is in Bz . If the o-circuit in Bl 
is in the inner domain of K, then the a-circuit in B, is in the outer domain of K. 
Suppose now that there is a graph F3* whose block B3 is eqnivalent to Bl 
which violates (3). Then there is an F-graph consisting of B2 and B3 which 
has a factor of type 13, 31. This, however, is contrary to Corollary 1.2. 
THEOREM 5. Let Fl be an F-graph with two 2-blocks Bl = B,(ol, /3, y; 
a, b, c) and Bz = BZ(~‘, p’, y’; a’, b’, c’) belonging to conjugate classes and 
edges (a, a’) (b, b’) and (c, c’). Then: 
(1) If Fl has a Hamiltonian circuit with (a, a’) and (b, b’) as its elements, 
no graph equivalent to Fl can have a 2-factor of type [3, 21 with edges corre- 
sponding to (a, a’) and (b, b’) as elements of the p-circuit. 
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(2) If Fl has a 2-factor of type [3,2] such that (a, a’) and (b, b’) are 
elements of the p-circuit, no graph equivalent to Fl can have a Hamiltonian 
circuit with edges corresponding to (a, a’) and (b, b’) as its elements. 
(3) If Fl has a 2-factor of type [3, 21, let (a, a’) and (b, b’) be elements 
of the p-circuit K. Suppose the o-circuit in Bl is in the inner domain of K. 
Then no graph equivalent to Fl can have a 2-factor of type [3, 21 with edges 
corresponding to (a, a’) and (b, b’) in the p-circuit Kl and the o-circuit in the 
block equivalent to Bl in the outer domain of Kl . 
Proof. The proof is implicit in the proof of Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 6. Let a 2-block B(ol, ,8, y; a, b, c) belonging to class {a, ,4, y> 
be Hamiltonian. Then no 2-block belonging to the class conjugate to {a, /3, y> 
can be Hamiltonian. 
ProoJ Suppose a 2-block belonging to the class conjugate to (a, p, y} 
is Hamiltonian. Then there is an F-graph-with a 2-factor of type [2,2] in 
which every vertex of one block is on a circuit K7 and every vertex of the 
other block is on another circuit K, . This, however, is contrary to 
Corollary 1.2. 
From the above, we conclude that certain properties related to 2-factors 
of 2-blocks belonging to a class are class properties and are established once 
the relevant properties have been determined for one element of the class. 
Now we discuss some additional properties of the graphs F*(a, p, y; a, b, c, t) 
of the blocks shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 
Two of the graphs F* with 2-blocks belonging to class (0, 1, l} and its 
conjugate class (2, 1, 1) cannot satisfy the Grinberg condition, and of the 
seven which do, two of the P’s with 2-blocks belonging to class (0, 0, 0} 
and its conjugate class (2,2,2> cannot be Hamiltonian because of the 
argument presented by Grinberg [I] and Tutte [6], which can be stated as 
follows: 
GRINBERG-TUTTE THEOREM. Let G be a planar cubic graph in which every 
face except three which share a common vertex is a 2-face, the remaining three 
all being a-faces, where 01 = 0 or 1. Then G is not Hamiltonian. 
ProoJ Let f' + f” = 3. To satisfy the Grinberg condition, it is required 
that (a - 2)( f’ - f”) E 0 (mod 3), 01 = 0 or 1. The condition can be satis- 
fied if f' = 3, f II = 0 or f’ = 0, f I = 3 which implies that the three a-faces 
(a = 0 or 1) must be in the same domain. This, however, is impossible since 
at most two of the three faces can be in the same domain. 
In Figs. 3 and 4 we indicate the 2-blocks of the F-graphs shown by triangles 
and two of the three edges (a, a’), (b, b’), and (c, c’) which can belong either 
to a Hamiltonian circuit (denoted by H) or to a ,u-circuit in a 2-factor of 
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FIGURE 3 
a a' a a' 
1 1 1 1 
C c’ C c’ 
FIGURE 4 
type [3,2] by bold edges. The F-graphs shown in Fig. 3 can be Hamiltonian 
while, from Theorem 5, the F-graphs shown in Fig. 4 cannot be Hamiltonian. 
For %-factors of type [3,2] the relative position of the o-circuit as deduced 
from the 2-factors of type [2, 21 of graphs obtained by identifying the uni- 
valent vertices of the vertex parts of Figs. 1 and 2, are indictated with bold 
circles. 2-factors of type [3, 21 involving edge pairs not explicitly shown can 
be deduced from those shown. Furthermore, the F-graphs with 2-blocks 
belonging to class {I, 1, I} are not shown explicitly. However, from the 
Hamiltonian property of graphs isomorphic to a regular dodecahedron and 
Theorem 5, one can deduce that these graphs cannot have a 2-factor of 
type [3,21. 
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Since the Grinberg condition is trivially satisfied by every 2-graph, Tutte 
asks in [6]: “Is Tait’s conjecture valid for maps of this kind:” Figure 4 
answers Tutte’s questions for cyclically 3-connected 2-graphs. It will be shown 
elsewhere that there exist non-Hamiltonian cyclically 5-connected 2-graphs. 
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